Regional left ventricular wall motion from first-pass radionuclide angiocardiography using an Anger camera

Experimental and clinical study
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SUMMARY Experimental studies with a balloon phantom, and clinical studies were performed to evaluate first-pass radionuclide angiocardiography using a gamma camera in the assessment of regional wall motion.

The phantom studies showed that choice of isocount contour was not critical in edge detection. Adequate count densities could be achieved, but only at the expense of temporal resolution.

The clinical studies disclosed a good correlation with radiography in normal subjects and those with diffuse ventricular disease but a poor correlation in subjects with localised abnormalities of wall motion.

Radionuclide studies of the cardiac blood pools can be performed either during the first pass through the central circulation of a peripherally injected radionuclide bolus or when a blood pool tracer has come to equilibrium.

The first pass technique has several theoretical advantages over the equilibrium approach. The short data accumulation time (30 to 40 s) makes the method particularly suitable for the study of seriously ill subjects who may have difficulty lying still and for the demonstration of short-lived abnormalities. The good temporal separation between right and left heart phases of bolus transit means that the left ventricle can be studied in the right anterior oblique (RAO) view without interference from activity in the overlying right ventricle. Finally, background levels are low.

The major disadvantage of first-pass studies derives from the limited performance of conventional gamma cameras in dealing with high count rates. The resulting reduction in efficiency of detection of emitted radiation leads to the accumulation of left ventricular images from a relatively small number of scintillations (or counts), thereby compromising image resolution. Multicrystal cameras have been developed with better response to high count rates, but at the expense of spatial resolution and energy discrimination.

The purpose of this study was to determine how many counts per image were required for wall motion studies and to decide whether or not conventional gamma cameras were suitable. Both experimental studies using a balloon phantom and clinical studies were performed.

Methods

(a) PHANTOM STUDIES

The apparatus consisted of a fluid filled balloon suspended in a water bath at a depth of approximately 6 cm. $^{99}$Tc as pertechnetate was added to the balloon which was imaged at volumes of 50 and 100 ml. A series of images was accumulated using a gamma camera and computer system. Each stored frame contained 1000 counts from the balloon and independent frames were summed to examine the effect of improving statistical accuracy. Background activity was varied by adding tracer to the water bath. An isocount contour technique was used to delineate the edge of the balloon image. Image dimensions were compared with actual dimensions from photographs.

(b) CLINICAL STUDIES

Forty-three subjects with a variety of cardiac disorders were studied by first-pass radionuclide angiocardiography. 15 mCi $^{99}$Tc pertechnetate
were injected intravenously as a bolus and the first pass of tracer through the central circulation was detected by a gamma camera placed in the 30° RAO position over the praecordium. Data were recorded in list mode and stored on magnetic disc. A left ventricular activity-time curve was used to identify individual cardiac cycles (intrinsic gating) during the left heart phase of bolus transit and each cycle was divided into eight equal time intervals. Data from corresponding intervals in successive cycles were summed to produce a series of images—a representative cine cycle. The 20 per cent isocount contour was arbitrarily chosen to represent the edge of the image. Movement of this contour was plotted as a third dimension against two axes representing (1) distance around the perimeter and (2) time from end-diastole to end-diastole. Values of equal displacement were joined to form a contour map. The advantage of this form of presentation is that it is not necessary to identify the plane of the aortic valve which can be difficult in these images. Wall motion was considered in anterior, apical, and inferior ventricular regions and was classified as normal if there was inward displacement of two contour levels (1 cm) from the end-diastolic position. Movement inward of less than two contour levels, no movement, and outward systolic movement were classified as abnormal.

Each subject underwent radiographic ventriculography in the same view within two days. There were no significant changes of treatment between the two examinations. Again wall motion was considered in anterior, apical, and inferior regions and was classified as normal or abnormal by an experienced observer with no knowledge of the radionuclide results. The results were compared region by region with the radionuclide results.

All studies were performed using a Radicamera Mk II with a standard, parallel hole collimator, and a Nuclear Data computer system.

**Results**

(a) **Phantom Studies**

The results are expressed in Fig. 1 and 2; those relating to width and area were similar; those relating to width have been chosen for illustration because this measurement has more relevance to wall motion studies and it avoids repetition. On emptying the balloon from 100 to 50 ml there was a 30 per cent decrease in maximum width. Fig. 1 illustrates the effect of taking different isocount contours to represent the image edge. Though the choice of isocount contour affected the apparent absolute size of the balloon, the estimate of change in size was independent of isocount contour between 10 and 40 per cent.

Fig. 2 illustrates the effect of varying image counts at two different background levels. With background up to 40 per cent it is possible to obtain reliable estimates of change in width provided that 4000 counts are accumulated in the region of interest.

(b) **Clinical Studies**

Fig. 3 shows an 8 frame cine cycle and Fig. 4 a contour map. The number of counts in each ventricular image varied between 1000 and 4000 at end-diastole. Background levels varied between 15 and 35 per cent of peak intraventricular activity.

Table 1 shows that in the group as a whole there was a good correlation between radiographic and radionuclide angiocardiography. Twenty-three subjects had radiographically normal ventricles. In
these subjects 68 out of 75 regions were normal on the radionuclide study. Ten subjects had diffusely abnormal ventricles and in these the nuclear technique showed abnormalities in 25 out of 30 regions. Results were less good in those with localised wall motion abnormalities as shown in Table 2.

Discussion

The number of counts in each image depends upon count rate, data collection time, and temporal resolution. Therefore, in equilibrium studies it is most easily increased by prolonging data collection time. In first-pass studies, which have a finite interval for data collection, it can be done by improving detection efficiency (multicrystal cameras) or by decreasing temporal resolution.

Using equilibrium studies, Zaret et al.2 accumulated 300 000 counts in each total end-diastolic image, and Rigo et al.,9 200 000 counts, collecting data from 200 to 400 cardiac cycles. Improving temporal resolution by producing 80 to 100 frame representative cine cycles4 necessitated data summation from 1200 to 1500 cycles. Some groups have attempted to reduce data collection time and the risk of motion artefact. Sneed et al.5 accumulated 150 000 counts over four minutes with a temporal resolution of nine frames for each representative cycle. Bacharach et al.6 argue that no advantage is gained by imaging for 10 rather than two and a half minutes. This group has used the short data collection time to study transient, exercise, and drug induced changes.7-10 The figures quoted above refer to the total counts in an end-diastolic frame. This is not the same as intraventricular counts. Maddox et al.11 estimated that out of 300 000 counts in an end-diastolic frame only 30 000 came from the ventricle. Burrow et al.12 calculate 18 500 counts from the left ventricle after background correction.

Using a multicrystal camera for first-pass studies, Schad13 found 30 000 counts in the uncorrected end-diastolic frame of which 3000 to 13 000 (mean 9600) actually came from the ventricle. This was with a time resolution of 50 ms. Marshall et al.14 15 using similar equipment but sampling from fewer cardiac cycles, achieved 3300 ±2000 counts for the ventricular image. Again using similar equipment, Bodenheimer et al.16 could obtain 3723 to 10 268 (mean 6221) counts for each ventricular image after background subtraction.

First-pass wall motion studies have also been performed with single crystal cameras. Kostuk et al.17 and Jengo et al.18 do not quote count densities. Pachinger et al.19 quote 14 000 to 17 000 counts for the total field in the right ventricular phase of bolus transit. Peak activity in the left heart phase and counts for each image are not quoted. Hecht et al.20 claim 79 counts in the ventricle from the end-diastolic frame and sum 10 to 12 such frames producing approximately 800 to 1000 counts for the ventricle in the representative cine cycle. They believe that objective methods of edge detection may compensate for the relatively low count density.
The admittedly simplified phantom studies suggest that, at background levels comparable to clinical studies, 4000 counts for the end-diastolic image should give a reasonable estimate of wall motion with an ejection fraction of 50 per cent. Fewer counts than this may give correct estimates under more favourable background levels or if ejection is less. As the counts per 100 ml balloon fall below 2000 there is a progressive tendency to overestimate the percentage decrease in width. This effect is produced by a progressive underestimation of the size of the 50 ml balloon in the presence of added background activity.

It was apparent that to achieve desired count density using this equipment a time resolution of eight frames per representative cycle was the maximum that could be achieved. Even then the figures are barely adequate. The limited temporal resolution is of less importance at end-diastole because of the relatively prolonged maintenance of the end-diastolic position, but it may well underestimate the maximum extent of systolic inward movement. The phantom studies also showed that choice of isocount contour for edge definition has little effect on results (Fig. 1).

It is not unreasonable to expect that future developments in instrumentation may lead to a fivefold increase in maximum count rate; this should be a major benefit to first-pass studies.

Radiographic cineangiography is the accepted standard by which other techniques for the evaluation of wall motion are assessed. Certain factors would, however, lead us to expect a less than complete agreement between radionuclide and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Comparison of radiographic and radionuclide assessment of regional wall motion in 43 subjects (three regions per subject)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radiouclide imaging</td>
<td>Radiography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Abnormal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Comparison of radiographic and radionuclide assessment of regional wall motion; eight subjects with localised abnormalities of wall motion by radiography (three regions per subject)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radiouclide imaging</td>
<td>Radiography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Abnormal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
radiographic studies. Cardiac catheterisation is carried out on subjects who may be sedated and a considerable amount of emotional stress is involved. By the time ventriculography is performed the patient has been lying flat for some time. The injection of contrast material into the ventricle under pressure can affect wall motion, though perhaps not over the first five beats. In addition the two studies may not be directly comparable. Radiography provides strictly two-dimensional information whereas the radionuclide approach probably provides three-dimensional estimates of regional function. Finally, no correction is made in the radionuclide studies for movement of the heart as a whole whereas this is probably done automatically with subjective reporting of radiographic angiograms.

Table 1 shows a reasonable overall agreement between the two techniques. The results show a closer correlation in radiographically normal and diffusely abnormal ventricles (Tables 1 and 2) than in subjects with localised disease. In diffusely abnormal ventricles there is prolonged bolus transit which gives a greater opportunity for data collection. The ventricle is dilated and therefore end-diastolic counts are higher, as are end-systolic counts because of the reduced ejection fraction. In normal ventricles the end-diastolic counts are less and the ejection fraction fraction means low end-systolic counts. This should serve only to accentuate the normal appearance. In ventricles with good ejection despite localised wall motion disorders any underestimation of end-systolic dimension would tend to obscure the abnormality. In addition the spatial resolution may not be adequate to detect small areas of abnormality, especially when combined with limited temporal resolution.

Conclusion

First-pass wall motion studies place severe demands on conventional gamma cameras. In this study wall motion analysis was reasonably reliable in normal subjects and subjects with diffuse ventricular disease but not in subjects with more localised disorders of wall motion. Improved results can be expected with more sophisticated equipment.
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